
Enhancing the Business  
of Broking with New 
Visibility and Control 



Simplify ship broking. Seize every opportunity. 

Market volatility.

Today’s freight markets can be unpredictable,  
but a comprehensive understanding of market realities 
can empower brokers to make more informed decisions. 

Never miss a ship.

Real-time visibility into current and projected vessel 
positions, even as they change, is critical for making the 
best broking decisions. 

A purpose-built solution to  quickly  
and accurately track commercially  
available tonnage.

Competitive realities.

The broker market is a competitive one. By gaining the 
control needed to selectively share data with the broking 
community, brokers can maintain their competitive edge.  

Fast pace of business.

An intuitive interface and streamlined data access allow 
brokers to make better decisions, faster than ever before. 

Designed specifically to address ship broking’s unique complexities, Q88 Position List streamlines the entire process with 
seamless access to high-quality data. A collaborative tool that allows tanker brokers to identify commercially available vessels 
for their client’s needs, Q88 Position List is built to securely share position lists from anywhere with just a standard internet 
connection. Here are some of the ways Q88 Position List enables better broking. 

Flexible views
We empower tanker brokers with timely market information and allow them to customize how they view and utilize data  
to maximize their competitive edge. Without ever leaving the platform, brokers can privately configure custom export 
formats based on the specific needs and priorities of their clients. 

Competitive edge
Q88 Position List’s predictive search capabilities enable brokers to predict a vessel’s next commercially available position, 
without impacting saved positions. In addition, the Cargo and Fixtures module empowers brokers to record and store 
fixtures faster for better decision making.

Anywhere accessibility
As a cloud-based solution, Q88 Position List enables brokers to securely access the critical information they need with  
just a standard internet connection. In addition, it offers a dynamic mobile app for on-the-go broking decisions. 

Secure sharing 
Q88 Posiiton List allows brokers to securely share and expand their knowledge by providing visibility into ship positions  
to a controlled set of partners. Access can be changed or modified as needed and without delay.

Access to timely and accurate market information has never been more important  
for brokers. Here’s why:  



Comprehensive  
features to elevate 
broking decisions.

Q88 Position List is your answer to more efficient and effective 
broking. With Q88 Position List, you can: 

•  Combine AIS and vessel and position search criteria in one place to get a full view of 
commercially available tonnage.

•  Visualize current and historical vessel tracking information via the map tool, with the ability to 
calculate ETA and more.

•  Easily compare intakes across multiple vessels on a given draft and density.

•  Maintain total control  with the ability to enter data and keep it private, or share with selected 
partners.

•  Advise clients  on the supply landscape for any given cargo with predictive search.

•  Track tonnage supply trends over time based on geography and vessel. 

•  Estimate CO2 and EEOI on a ship by ship basis, based on open positions, estimated consumption, 
distance traveled, and other criteria. 

•  Easily configure custom export formats based on your demands, without any third-party support 
needed.

•  Record fixtures faster with accurate information that is updated daily.

“We’ve valued our relationship with Q88 for many years. When we found out they were 
building a position list system we knew it would be a user friendly and stable unlike the 
previous system we were using. Q88 continues to demonstrate their commitment to our 
industry as an independent company recognizing our need to succeed.”

-Southport Maritime

 
“Support at Q88 is only a click or call away.  The entire desk can quickly answer any question 
thrown their way.  This is a critical feature that we enjoy by being a Q88 Position List client.”

-Vantage Shipbrokers
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Are you ready for improve 
efficiency and enhance 
your competitive edge?  

Visit corp.q88.com to learn more.

Q88 delivers information management and software solutions for 
the global maritime transportation industry. As a platform trusted 
by shipowners, charterers, brokers, and commercial managers, 
Q88’s solutions are designed to streamline operational workflows, 
aggregate a single source of truth, improve data accuracy and 
relevancy, and improve safety outcomes between counterparties.

About Q88

The Q88 Position List clients we are proud to serve: 

More effective broking starts with the right 
platform and provider.
At Q88 and Veson Nautical, we are focused on providing the high-quality data and dynamic solutions our clients need to make  
the most effective decisions. In addition, we deliver the partnership needed to access around-the-clock support and remain ahead  
in an evolving maritime industry. Here are some of the reasons we deliver the market’s leading commercial solutions.

Commitment to maritime
With decades of collective experience serving 
the maritime shipping industry, our global client 
community includes the world’s leading vessel 
owners, operators, commodity traders, tonnage 
charterers, and brokers.

Scalable information management
As a long-time leader in information management 
solutions for the global maritime industry, Q88 
has deep expertise in standardizing, scaling, and 
presenting vessel particulars and vetting information.

Secure, cloud-based technology
With secure, cloud-based solutions, we empower 
clients with virtually anytime, anywhere access to the 
information that powers their business with  
nothing more than a connection and a browser.

Ongoing support
Veson Global Services is home to the most 
experienced solution consultants in the maritime 
shipping world. Rely on our proven methodology 
to accelerate implementation, simplify change 
management, and achieve ongoing success.


